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Hi there Sniffa Crew,

Today we are going back to 1995. It was a particularly good year for me, I was finishing up my time

in London (which was totally incredible in itself) and coming home to Sydney in time for Christmas

with the family. I cannot tell you how excited I was. HOME!

Anyway, we got this fragrance in Australia in time for Christmas but I think we might have had it

for Christmas 1996 because I was working as a drag hostess at one of our clubs and we had to give

out samples of Versace Dreamer and A’Men by Mugler on the same night. The whole club smelt

incredible with everyone dousing themselves in fragrance and the night was a huge success, one of

my favourite nights ever. Though it took me years to stop retching whenever someone was wearing

A’Men because right at the end of the night someone Guerrilla spritzed me and it went in my

mouth, not nice and the scent seemed to stick in my nostrils for about 3 days.

This is a vintage frag but you can still get your hands on a bottle of extrait/parfum for very

reasonable prices
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Photo Stolen Fragrantica

Fragrantica gives these featured accords: 

Top: Gardenia, Pitosporum flowers, violet, orange blossom, bergamot 

Heart: Tuberose, daffodil, ylang-ylang, carnation 

Base: Benzoin, musk, civet, sandalwood

Perfumer Nathalie Feisthauer has worked on a few frags that you’ve definitely heard of: Hermes

Eau des Merveilles, VC&A Collection Extraordinaire Gardenia Petale, ELdO Putain des Palaces and

Delicious Closet Queen as well as Must de Cartier Pour Homme. This is just a very small portion of

her output.

How does Blonde wear on me? Well it opens green and sappy with a photorealistic (but clean)

gardenia that’s sweet, green like bulb flower stems, creamy and the whole experience in the first 5-

10 minutes is one of enormous presence. It’s not mentioned but I get a mild galbanum feeling

through the opening too. HUGE! Outrageously gorgeous white flowers lightly framed by the citrus.

The opening of the extrait is sweeter and fruitier, very canned peachy.
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No need to fear, Blonde doesn’t stay at these nuclear sizes for long. 15 minutes in and though you

are still quite fragrant the power has been turned down considerably and my head can think of

other things. Here is where Blonde is really beautiful and wearable. The heady mix of white and

yellow flowers are kept crisp by the carnation and already some of the resins make their way in to

give depth and breadth. Then Blonde stays pretty much the same for a few hours getting more lived

in and raunchy, up to 5 on a really good day, and slowly the whole fragrance goes from that very

sensual animalic base as it fades leaving a very soft wash of nothing pickable to nothing at all.

 

Photo Stolen Wikipedia

Further reading: Australian Perfume Junkies 

FragranceNet has $40/15ml extrait (I prefer to decant and spritz) 

Surrender To Chance has samples starting at $4/.5ml extrait

In 2013 I did a LIVE Video Sniff with Blonde, it kinda captures the feeling of the fragrance better

than mere words on screen can. Please be ready to hear the word bombastic about 300 times

though.

Thanks for wandering through my thoughts on one of my all time favourite fragrances. 

Do you have a discontinued fave that you’ve hoarded a few bottles of? 

Portia xx
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